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In-charge of rural sanitation 
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Nm lklhi-110 fJl>l 
Dated 31.10.2022 

Subject: Launch of PM 67A and PM 678 module for Retrofitting to Twin Pit Campaign -

reg. 

Madam/Sir, 

In continuation of Depaitment's letter No.S-18011/25/2022-SBM-V-DDWS dated 
30th September, 2022 regarding launch of Retrofit to Twin Pit Campaign, the States and UTs 
are required to take necessary actions in the Preraratory Phase (2nd October, 2022 to I 8th 

November, 2022) in the run to Campaign from 191 November, 2022 till 26th January, 2023. 

2. In this regard PM 67A & PM67 B Modules have now been made available on IMIS in
State and District users' login for updating the baseline data for the Campaign. In
accordance to the same, it may be ensured at the States/UTs' end that the accurate baseline
reporting is updated on the instant Modules by 1th November, 2022. This is required on
Top Priority as the data updated by the State/UT through the above said forms, shall form
the basis for determining the targets against which the progress under the Campaign shall
be bench-marked. Further, the performance of States/UTs in the Campaign, would be
assessed based on the progress of number of toilets/ septic tanks retrofitted from 2nd
October 2022 till 26th January, 2023. The details of the system for reporting of progress shall
be shared in due course.

3. In order to enhance community participation and transparency, GP resolution 
passed for declaration is also required to be uploaded mandatorily on the IMIS. This will also 
help in enhancing awareness and participation from community for the activities to be 
undertaken in the villages.

4. The details regarding the Module and its data entry, operation and related 
issues would be discussed with the States/UTs via an orientation-cum-training through VC 
being scheduled on 4th November2022 at 11:30 AM by NIC.



5. States/UTs are requested to update the baseline data on IMIS by 18th November, 
2022 and actively participate in the Campaign where the best performing States/UTs would 

be considered for awards during the SSG 2023 event. 

Yours sincerely, 

(Vikas Sheel) 
AS&MD SBM(G) 

Copy to: Mission Directors/State Coordinators, SBM(G), All States/UTs for needful action. 




